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Boson Protocol enables a 
decentralized commerce 

ecosystem where all participants 
share in the value they create.

#dCommerce

LIGHTPAPER



Commerce 
is a human 

endeavour that
 should not 

have its value 
captured by the 

few.”

“

Justin Banon, 
CEO - Boson Protocol
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PROBLEM

In our digital world, e-commerce is commerce. Financial value is 

exchanged for goods and services, and nearly all of this happens within 

closed, digital platforms. The invention of TCP IP could have provided a 

perfect market, where merchants and buyers could interact seamlessly, 

peer-to-peer, and with minimal intervention. Instead, just like banking, 

powerful ecommerce platforms have captured the market.

These monolithic intermediaries extract excess value. It is their prime 

directive. They feign customer-centricity when what they are really doing 

is hoarding data and separating people from the value they create. Worse 

than that, they distort markets and supply chains and interfere with our 

ÐÆďĊďĉðÆ�ĮřĮĴÐĉĮș�ðĉĨÐīðăăðĊæ�ÆďĊĮķĉÐīĮș�ťīĉĮ�ĊÌ�ÐŒÐĊ�æďŒÐīĊĉÐĊĴĮȘ

�ìðăÐ�ĴìÐ�ťīĮĴȭæÐĊÐīĴðďĊ�ÌÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�ÆďĉĉÐīÆÐ�ĨăĴåďīĉĮ�ìŒÐ�ĨīďŒÐĊ�

ĴìÐ�ĴÐÆìĊðÆă�åÐĮðÅðăðĴř�ďå�ÌðĮĨăÆðĊæ�ÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�ĨăĴåďīĉĮș�ĴìÐř�ìŒÐ�Į�

yet failed to address all the needs of consumers and thus they have not 

ĮÐÐĊ�ĮðæĊðťÆĊĴ�ÆďĊĮķĉÐī�ÌďĨĴðďĊȘ���ĊăÐĮĮ�œÐ�ÆĊ�ĮďăŒÐ�ĴìðĮ�ĨīďÅăÐĉȚ

we face the prospect of the total capture of commerce and its supply 

chain by a few extractionary monopolies.

We are here to replace a broken system.
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SOLUTION

Boson Protocol’s vision is to enable a ÌÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�
commerce ecosystem by funding and enabling the 

ÌÐŒÐăďĨĉÐĊĴ�ďå��ĮĴÆā�ďå�ĮĨÐÆðăðšÐÌ�ĨĨăðÆĴðďĊĮ�Ĵď�
ÌðĮīķĨĴș�ÌÐĉďĊďĨďăðšÐ�ĊÌ�ÌÐĉďÆīĴðšÐ�ÆďĉĉÐīÆÐȘ

 1}ìðĊæĮȚ��ĨīďÌķÆĴĮș�ĮÐīŒðÆÐĮș�ĊÌ�īÐă�œďīăÌ�ðĴÐĉĮȘ

THINGS

MONEY DATA

#dCOMMERCE

THINGS1, MONEY AND DATA:
AN OPEN TOKENIZED ECONOMY
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Automates the redemption of 
digital rights for physical assets 
using NFTs encoded with game 
theory.

Disrupts e-commerce platforms 
by tokenizing Things and their data 
within a liquid digital market, built 
on DeFi.

Boson Protocol enables this via 
Ċ�ďĨÐĊ�ĴďāÐĊðšÐÌ�ÐÆďĊďĉř�ďå�}ìðĊæĮ�œìðÆìȚ

The interplay between Things, money and data is at the heart of Boson Protocol.  
Boson enables for any Thing: the automation of digital to physical redemption, 

liquid digital markets, and a planetary-scale Web3 commerce data market.

SOLUTION
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Commerce transactions require coordination 
in order to handle disputes and reversals.  
This coordination can be performed by 
ÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�ĨăĴåďīĉ�ðĊĴÐīĉÐÌðīðÐĮș�ÅķĴ�ĴìÐř�
have an imperative to abuse their trusted 
position by extracting excessive rents and 
exploiting consumer data.  

#ÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�ÆďĉĉÐīÆÐ�ðĮ�Ċ�ăĴÐīĊĴðŒÐș�
but existing solutions retain the cost and 
friction of human arbitrators.  This limits 
the scope of ecommerce, and disconnects 
smart contracts from the multi-trillion dollar 
commerce market.

��}ZT�}'�#A:A}�O�}Z�q>�wA��O�
t'#'Tq}AZUw

THINGS 
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THINGS

Boson automates digital to 
physical redemptions by tokenizing 
commitments to trade real world Things 
as non-fungible tokens (NFTs), which 
are governed by a novel sequential 
game.  The result is the elimination 
of centralized intermediaries and the 
minimization of arbitration, cost and 
friction.

Boson can be conceived as a commerce 
bridge between the Metaverse and 
the universe, which enables smart 
contracts to connect to real world 
commerce using decentralized 
commerce infrastructure that everyone 
can trust and anyone can use.  

WHAT IS NEEDED 
IS A WAY TO 
EXECUTE 
COMMERCE 
TRANSACTIONS 
WITHOUT HUMAN 
INTERMEDIARIES 
OR ARBITRATORS. 



Boson automates digital to physical redemptions by tokenizing a Buyer and Seller’s 
commitment to exchange digital value for a real world Thing at a later date.  Commitments 
are made by depositing digital value into an escrow contract within a stateful non-fungible 
commitment token.

THINGS

COMMITMENT TOKENS
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These commitments can be thought of as futures contracts for a Thing, programmed within 
NFT commitment tokens.  Having custody of a commitment token grants the holder the right 
to redeem the token for a particular thing in an automated, reliable and secure way, as well 
as the right to transfer the token by transferring the commitment token from a crypto wallet 
just like any other NFT.  

Representing the commitment to exchange Things as NFTs which are programmable, 
interoperable and composable with rules  encoded within them is very different from simply 
rebuilding an ecommerce platform on a blockchain.

THINGS

BOSON COMMITMENT TOKENS ARE:
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Commitment tokens are governed by Boson’s core mechanism, which is a type of sequential 
æĉÐ�ðĊ�œìðÆì�ÅķřÐī�ĊÌ�ĮÐăăÐī�ÆďĉĉðĴ�ÌÐĨďĮðĴĮ�ķĨȭåīďĊĴȘ�:ĉÐ�īķăÐĮ�ĊÌ�ĴìÐ�ťĊă�ÌÐĨďĮðĴ�
transfer scheme is designed in such a way that coordinates transactions and incentivizes 
parties to behave fairly.  Or more formally, we say that: “subgame perfect equilibrium2 

implementation corresponds to the honest behavior of both players.”

THINGS

CORE EXCHANGE MECHANISM

 2�ȵwķÅæĉÐ�ĨÐīåÐÆĴ�ÐĪķðăðÅīðķĉ�ȭ��ðāðĨÐÌðȘȶ�
ìĴĴĨĮȚȥȥÐĊȘœðāðĨÐÌðȘďīæȥœðāðȥwķÅæĉÐȲĨÐīåÐÆĴȲÐĪķðăðÅīðķĉ. Accessed 24 Jan. 2021.
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The world’s commerce infrastructure 
has been captured by monopolistic and 
extractionary e-commerce platforms.  
Decentralised commerce presents an 
alternative solution, however existing 
implementations retain a platform design 
pattern.

}ìðĮ�ĮðĉĨăř�īÐĨăÆÐĮ�ÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�œðĴì�
ÌÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�ĴÐÆìĊďăďæř�ȭ�œìðÆì�ðĊ�ĴìðĮ�
context is less performant. 

What is needed is commerce decentralized 
and rebuilt with the disruptive design 
pattern demonstrated by DeFi: an open 
tokenized economy.

In the same way that DeFi is disrupting banks with 
ĉďĊÐř�ĴďāÐĊĮ�ŦďœðĊæ�īďķĊÌ�Ċ�ďĨÐĊ�ĴďāÐĊðšÐÌ�
ĉďĊÐř�ÐÆďĮřĮĴÐĉș�ĊÌ�ZÆÐĊ�qīďĴďÆďă�ðĮ�
ÌðĮīķĨĴðĊæ�9ÆÐÅďďā�ĊÌ�:ďďæăÐ�œðĴì�ÌĴ�ĴďāÐĊĮ�
ŦďœðĊæ�īďķĊÌ�Ċ�ďĨÐĊ�ĴďāÐĊðšÐÌ�ÌĴ�ÐÆďĊďĉřȘ

#Awt�q}AU:��OZw'#�qO�}9ZtTw�
�A}>�Zq'Uș�OAs�A#�#A:A}�O�
T�tN'}w�9Zt�}>AU:w

MONEY

AN OPEN THING ECONOMY

3 ȶ#ĴĴďāÐĊĮ�ǠȚ�#Ĵ��ķĮĴďÌřȘ�#Ĵ�ÆÆÐĮĮ�ÆďĊĴīďăș�ĉÐÐĴ�ÆīřĨĴď�ȘȘȘȘȶ�ǧ�UďŒȘ�ǡǟǠǨș�ìĴĴĨĮȚȥȥÅăďæȘďÆÐĊĨīďĴďÆďăȘÆďĉȥÌĴȭĴďāÐĊĮȭǠȭÌĴȭ
custody-1d0d5ae66d0c. Accessed 17 Jan. 2021.

BOSON PROTOCOL DISRUPTS ECOMMERCE 
PLATFORMS WITH THING TOKENS 

FLOWING AROUND AN OPEN THING 
ECONOMY.3  
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https://blog.oceanprotocol.com/data-tokens-1-data-custody-1d0d5ae66d0c
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MONEY

'Æì�ĴřĨÐ�ďå�U9}�ÆďĉĉðĴĉÐĊĴ�ĴďāÐĊ�ÆĊ�ÅÐ�ĨķīÆìĮÐÌ�œðĴì��ĮĨÐÆðťÆ�}ìðĊæ�ĴďāÐĊȘ�
Because Thing tokens are standard (ERC20) tokens- think ‘generalized unisocks4’, they 
can be transferred and traded using standard crypto infrastructure such as wallets and 
exchanges. Most powerfully, Thing tokens plug into DeFi infrastructure to enable liquid 
digital markets for any Thing.  This includes using decentralized exchanges (DEXs) like 
Balancer and Uniswap to enable price discovery and yield optimization of existing products, 
and crowdfunding of future products via Initial Thing Offerings (ITOs).

Boson Thing tokens are fully interoperable and composable within the DeFi ecosystem 
which enables “liquid marketplaces of physical assets by enabling real-time discoverability, 
usability and payment 5.”

THING TOKENS

4�ȵ�ĊðĮďÆāĮ�'ŘÆìĊæÐȘȶ�ìĴĴĨĮȚȥȥķĊðĮďÆāĮȘÐŘÆìĊæÐȥ. Accessed 24 Jan. 2021.
5�ȵ}ìÐ�'ÆďĊďĉř�ďå�}ìðĊæĮ�ȭ�A�TȘȶ�ìĴĴĨĮȚȥȥœœœȘðÅĉȘÆďĉȥĴìďķæìĴȭăÐÌÐīĮìðĨȥðĊĮĴðĴķĴÐȭÅķĮðĊÐĮĮȭŒăķÐȥīÐĨďīĴȥÐÆďĊďĉřďåĴìðĊæĮ. 
Accessed 17 Jan. 2021.
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https://unisocks.exchange/
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/economyofthings


As a protocol for coordinating commercial 
exchange, Boson Protocol will be in a 
position to pool a valuable graph of consumer 
preference data.  Web 2 tech titans capture 
users’ data and separate users from the 
value their data creates, but Boson Protocol 
ðĊÆÐĊĴðŒðšÐĮ�ŒďăķĊĴīř�ÌĴ�ĮìīðĊæ�Åř�
providing users with an equitable distribution 
ďå�ĴìÐ�ĨīďÆÐÐÌĮ�åīďĉ�ĉďĊÐĴðšðĊæ�ĴìÐðī�ÌĴȘ��

�ďĮďĊ�qīďĴďÆďă�ăÐŒÐīæÐĮ�ZÆÐĊ�qīďĴďÆďă�
to develop a planetary-level Web3 data 
marketplace for commerce in which data 
buyers may purchase personal, product 
preference, pricing and ratings data to 
predict consumer buying behaviour, inform 
product development or develop market 
insights.

��qO�U'}�t�ȭw��O'��'�Ǣ�
�ZTT't�'�#�}��T�tN'}qO��'

DATA
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THE OPEN THING ECONOMY

THE dCOMMERCE STACK

Boson Protocol enables a swarm of specialist, 
composable dCommerce applications, to work 
in concert to unbundle existing eCommerce 
monopolies. To kick-start this dCommerce 
stack, Boson is developing a library of 
developer tools and a number of reference 
ĨĨăðÆĴðďĊĮ�ðĊÆăķÌðĊæ��ÌÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�
marketplace for Things and a p2p reference 
application for real world redemption.

THE dCOMMERCE DAO

Following the principles of a Web3 
wķĮĴðĊÅðăðĴř�TďÌÐă6ș�ĴìÐ�Ì�ďĉĉÐīÆÐ�#�Z�
œðăă�ÅÐ��ÆďĉĉķĊðĴřȭæďŒÐīĊÐÌ�#�Z�åďī�åķĊÌðĊæ�
the growth of the dCommerce ecosystem.  
Curated by the community, the dCommerce 
#�Z�œðăă�åķĊÌ�ĨīďþÐÆĴĮ�œìðÆì�ÅķðăÌ�ÆďīÐ��ďĮďĊ�
Protocol software, applications, tools and 
integrations, as well as the growth of the 
ecosystem via supply, demand and developer 
initiatives.

6 ȶ}ìÐ��ÐÅǢ�wķĮĴðĊÅðăðĴř�OďďĨȘ���ĮřĮĴÐĉ�ÌÐĮðæĊ�åďī�ăďĊæȭĴÐīĉ�ȘȘȘȘȶ�Ǡ�wÐĨĴȘ�ǡǟǡǟș�ìĴĴĨĮȚȥȥÅăďæȘďÆÐĊĨīďĴďÆďăȘÆďĉȥĴìÐȭœÐÅǢȭĮķĮĴðĊÅðăðĴřȭ
ăďďĨȭÅǡǣǟǨǦǢǥÐ. Accessed 23 Jan. 2021.

ȵ�ZwZU�Aw�'U��OAU:��U�Zq'U�}>AU:�
'�ZUZT�����AU�'U}A�A¢AU:�

}>'�#'�'OZqT'U}�Z9�}ZZOw��U#�
AU}'t9��'w�9Zt�}>'�d�ZTT't�'�
w}��N�}>tZ�:>���d�ZTT't�'�#�ZȘȶ
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USE CASES
Boson Protocol’s universality spawns a wide 
īĊæÐ�ďå�ķĮÐ�ÆĮÐĮȚ��ĮķÅĮÐĴ�ðĮ�ÌÐĮÆīðÅÐÌ�
ìÐÌȚ
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USE CASES

MACHINE!TO!MACHINE COMMERCE
'ĊÅăðĊæ�ĮÐăåȭÌīðŒðĊæ�ÆīĮ�Ĵď�ĨķīÆìĮÐ�ĴřīÐĮ�
or servicing with autonomous management 

of disputes and redemption.

LOYALTY AND REWARDS
'ĊÅăðĊæ�ăďřăĴř�ĨīďæīĉĮ�ĊÌ�ÆīÐÌðĴ�ÆīÌ�īÐœīÌĮ�Ĵď�
ďååÐī�Ċř�ÌðæðĴă�ďī�ĨìřĮðÆă�}ìðĊæ�ðĊ��ĮĴĊÌīÌðšÐÌș�
ÆďĉĨďĮÅăÐ�ĊÌ�ðĊĴÐīďĨÐīÅăÐ�ÌðæðĴðšÐÌ�åďīĉĴș�
without the cost and friction of intermediaries.

I!GAMING
'ĊÅăÐ�ďĊăðĊÐ�ĊÌ�ďĊȭÆìðĊ�ÆĮðĊď�

ÆķĮĴďĉÐīĮ�Ĵď�ÐīĊ�īÐă�œďīăÌ�ĨīðšÐĮ�ĊÌ�
purchase real world items with winnings 

œðĴìďķĴ�ĴďķÆìðĊæ�ťĴȘ

CRYPTO EXCHANGES
'ĊÅăðĊæ�ÐŘÆìĊæÐ�ĴďāÐĊĮ�Ĵď�ÅÐ�īÐÌÐÐĉÐÌ�åďī�
real world rewards directly from an exchange 

ĉīāÐĴĨăÆÐ�œðĴìďķĴ�ĴďķÆìðĊæ�ťĴș�ÌðååÐīÐĊĴðĴðĊæ�
by rewards rather than competing on fees, and thus 

increasing token value.

ONLINE COMMERCE
ZĨÐĊ�ÌðæðĴă�ĉīāÐĴĨăÆÐĮ�œìÐīÐ�Ċř�}ìðĊæ�

can be offered, searched and exchanged 
œðĴì�ĉðĊðĉðšÐÌ�ĴīķĮĴ�ĊÌ�ÆďĮĴȘ

GAMES
'ĊÅăðĊæ�ŒðÌÐď�æĉÐĮ�Ĵď�æðåĴ�ďī�æīĊĴ�

permission to buy rare or special items.   
9ďī�ÐŘĉĨăÐș�ďĊ�īÐÆìðĊæ�:īĊÌ��ðšīÌ�ĮĴĴķĮș��

player has the right to buy a special t-shirt.

PHYSICAL TWINS OF DIGITAL ART
'ĊÅăÐ�U9}�īĴðĮĴĮ�Ĵď�ďååÐī�ĨìřĮðÆă�ĴœðĊĮș�
ĴīķĮĴăÐĮĮăř�Œð�U9}Į�īÐÌÐÐĉÅăÐ�åďī�ĨìřĮðÆă�

artefacts.

TOKENIZED NETWORKS
'ĊÅăðĊæ�ķĮÐīĮ�Ĵď�ÐŘÆìĊæÐ�ĴìÐðī�ĊÐĴœďīā�
tokens for digital and physical goods and 

services, in order to increase  
user-perceived value and token value.
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• Fair and equitable distribution of 
ownership, value and control.

• Capture resistance -  from 
ÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌș�ÐŘĴīÆĴðŒÐ��ÐĊĴðĴðÐĮȘ

• Regulatory compliance - with 
legitimate authorities.

• Community ownership and 
operation.

To implement a governance 
model across the three 
ĨìĮÐĮ�ďåȚ�ĮĴīĴȭķĨș�
ĮÆăÐȭķĨ�ĊÌ�ÌÐÆÐĊĴīăðšÐÌ�
ďīæĊðšĴðďĊ�œìðÆì�œðăă�
progressively enable the 
åďăăďœðĊæ�ĨīďĨÐīĴðÐĮȚ 

GOVERNANCE

16
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PARTNERSHIPS
& INTEGRATIONS
A vibrant ecosystem emerges when dreamers 
and builders unite to create the future. Boson 
Protocol is honored to be partnering with 
several companies and projects, developing 
the initial proof of concepts and use cases that 
one day will not only become the dCommerce 
ecosystem, but Commerce as we know it.

For a comprehensive list of partners, 
please refer to our website and Medium 
announcements.
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Justin Banon
CEO & Co-Founder

Tech unicorn builderɁ
As global MD, blitzscaled Priority Pass 
Group from a $50m to $1Bn revenue 
digital voucher marketplace.

Blockchain strategy consultant

#ðæðĴă�ÅķĮðĊÐĮĮ�ĉďÌÐă�īÐĮÐīÆìÐīɁ
MSc innovation, 
TwÆ�#ðæðĴă��ķīīÐĊÆřɁ

Gregor Borosa
Tech Co-Founder

OÐÌ�ÐĊæðĊÐÐīɁ
Tþďī�ÅĊā�ɪ�ĨřĉÐĊĴ�ĮřĮĴÐĉĮɁș�
including Central Bank of Slovenia

�ăďÆāÆìðĊ�ĴÐÆìĊďăďæðĮĴɁ
Taught masters blockchain courses 
Blockchain architecture consultant & dev

�ďĉĨķĴÐī�ĮÆðÐĊÆÐ�ÅÆāæīďķĊÌɁ
Masters Business Informatics, MSc 
#ðæðĴă��ķīīÐĊÆřɁ

Dr Trent McConaghy
Founder, Ocean Protocol 
Advisor, Investor

Dr Zeynep Gurguc
Imperial College London
Cryptoeconomics Advisor 

Dr Michael Zargham
Founder, Blockscience
Token Engineering Advisor

Jamie Burke
Founder, Outlier Ventures
Advisor, Investor

Marina Markezic
Unlawcked
Legal & Governance Advisor

Anja Blaj
Future Law Institute
Legal & Governance Advisor

Jordan Lyall
Founder of $MEME Project
Product Lead at Consensys
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READY TO LEARN MORE?
�ZU}AU�'��Z�t�t'w'�t�>�Zt�LZAU��w�

AU�qAZU''tAU:�}>'�
d�ZTT't�'�'�Zw�w}'TȘ�

WHITE PAPER
Zķī��ìðĴÐ�qĨÐī�ÆĊ�ÅÐ�

downloaded here

WEBSITE
Check our website for 

more information

PARTNERSHIP 
AND INTEGRATIONS

Click here 
to learn more

TECH ENQUIRIES
Contact us for 

more information

MARKETS 
AND INVESTORS

Connect
with us

YOU CAN FOLLOW BOSON PROTOCOL ON:
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